Alba Racing Honda 300EX #256 Nerf Bar Instructions
1) Install the front nerf mount (chrome tube with flat bar welded to it). Use the #8 x 30 bolts - 1 per
side. Install them but do not tighten them yet. See picture #1 for how they mount.
2) Mount the nerf bars one side at a time. See picture # 2 for the mount tab placement on the footpeg.
Slide the nerf bar on to the front mount. It will swivel back and forth allowing you to line up the footpeg
mount with the holes in the foot peg.
Remove the bolt that holds the heel guard to the front of the footpeg. Insert the small aluminum
spacer in the hole on the heelguard (the hole the bolt came out of). Use the 6mm bolt with a #6
flatwasher on the outside peg hole(farthest away from the quad). Use the flatwasher on the head side
of the bolt. Do not tighten bolt yet.
Use the 8x20mm long bolt for the hole closest to the frame. Insert the large spacer between the nerf
bar tab and the footpeg. Use a #8 flatwasher on the bolt and the nut side.
Repeat this process for the other side nerf bar.
3) Now tighten all the bolts. There are 6 total to tighten. Don't miss any.
4) Install the nets according to the diagram. Be sure to leave enough slack on the shifter side so you can
get your foot under the shifter.
5) You are now ready to ride. After your first ride check all the bolts to be sure they are tight.
Thereafter check the at least every 3 rides and more often if needed.
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Lay out the nets. Then go down, then up and through. Do all loosely at first. Then adjust/tighten.

